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Abstract
Anticounterfeiting technologies rely on visual eects that are specic to particular
structures and concealed to the unwary observer. Plasmonic nanostructures are one
solution to these two requirements and beside colored eects, the possibility to design
covert images in a particular polarization state of light is particularly appealing. The
generation of circular polarization provides a new degree of freedom and the use of
pseudo-chiral plasmonic resonators hosting magneto-electric resonances allows tailoring
opposite handedness of circular polarization within the same nanostructure. In this
work, we have dened a palette of luminance observable only in circular dichroism
by engineering the shapes and positions of the resonators. The spatial control of the
polarization state of light is highlighted by realizing a micrometer scale image revealed
only in circular polarization with an additional contrast reversal associated with circular
dichroism reversal.
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Metallic nanoscatterers can resonantly interact with the incoming light thanks to the
excitation of localized surface plasmon resonances. 1 As a consequence of the reduced spectral
range over which the localized surface plasmon interacts with light, vivid colored eects can
be produced referred to as plasmonic colors. Plasmonic colors in combination with grating
eects have been proposed as alternatives to pigments and are particularly promising for in
anti-counterfeiting applications. Dielectric nanostructures have been proposed recently to
produce colors, 24 however the most extensive work concerning polarization eect have used
metallic nanostructures. The spectral response of the metallic nanoscatterers depends on
the metal used, on the geometry and on the environment. All these parameters have been
varied and oer degrees of freedom to engineer color palettes with subwavelength resolution
and extended gamut. 5,6 In addition to subwavelength resolution, polarization conversion in
1D gratings has also been used to design covert images or to modify their color rendering. 7,8
Asymmetric resonators have also been used to intricate dierent images in the same pattern
and at dierent wavelengths. 911 Besides sub-wavelength resolution and extended gamut,
one keypoint in anti-counterfeiting systems is to produce eects that are specic to one
structure and that would not be reproduced by lowcost process like ink-jet printing. In that
respect, it would be greatly benecial to design covert images in circular polarization instead
of linear ones. It is known that chiral plasmonic resonators or chiral stacks of resonators
can exhibit linear optical activity 1215 as well as non-linear optical activity. 16,17 Pseudochiral resonators are non-chiral resonators exhibiting an optical activity which originates in
magneto-electric coupling. 1821 Their constant orientation yields an additive eect resulting
in a net optical activity. 2226 A characteristic unique to pseudo-chiral resonators is that the
sign of the optical activity depends on the direction of propagation of the incoming light.
Among the dierent types of resonators that exhibit this property, U-shaped resonators are
the most commonly used since they feature strong magneto-electric coupling and are easy
to fabricate. 18,21,28,31 We have shown recently that the extinction cross-section associated
with magneto-electric modes in the visible is only 2.5 times the footprint of the resonators
3

with a magneto-electric tensor element which amounts to 63% of the electric dipole one. 19
This hints towards the possibilityto design small pixels where the circular dichroism would
scale with the number of U-shaped resonators in the pixel. In this work we explain how
plasmon resonances with magneto-electric coupling can be used to encode images in circular
polarization with contrast reversal depending on the direction of observation and we illustrate
our study with the realization of an image of Leonardo Da Vincis masterpiece, La Joconde,
displayed at the Louvres Museum in Paris.
The polarization state of the light scattered by an isolated pseudo-chiral resonator excited
at a mode presenting magneto-electric coupling can be obtained from the knowledge of its
polarizability tensor. The polarizability tensor relates the electric and magnetic moments,

~ exc and H
~ exc . 18,2426 The magnetic
p~ and m
~ to the excitation electric and magnetic elds E
dipole moments are associated with plasmon modes for which the current distributions exhibit current loops (see Figure 1(a)). Without loss of generality, we neglect in this study the
electric quadrupole moments 19,21,29,30 and assume that the dependence on the gradients of
the elds can be described by an eective polarizability tensor α
e : 19,30
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where α
eee , α
emm and α
eem are the electric, magnetic and magneto-electric polarizability tensors
corrected for the gradients of the elds, respectively. Considering the orientation of the dipole
moments in a U-shaped resonator (Figure 1(a)) and assuming point-like dipole moments, it
is possible to determine the total electric eld scattered in the plane containing the bottom
arm of the resonators (plane (y,z )) for incident light propagating in the plane (y,z ) at an
angle θ from the axis

z

( Figure 1(b)). When the incident light is p-polarized (i.e. in the

(y,z ) plane) the electric eld scattered in the same direction as the incident one can be
decomposed in p and s contributions (see Supporting Information S.I.1) :
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and when the incident light is s-polarized (i.e. along x ) one obtains :
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where k is the wavenumber, c the celerity of light, o the dielectric permittivity of vacuum.
The third component on the vector being along the propagation direction in this basis is equal
to zero and was omitted in Equations (2) and (3). The αij are the (i,j )=(x,y ,z ) elements
of the dierent polarizability tensors. The total transmitted eld should also contain the
contribution of the incident eld. However, in the following we will focus on the conversion
of polarization and on observation between crossed-polarizers for which the incident eld
is ltered out. As a consequence of the presence of the magneto-electric coupling element
em
scatt
scatt
αyz
in the polarizability tensor yielding the Eps
and Esp
components, the transmitted

light is elliptically polarized, except at normal incidence, and the handedness of the polarization rotation changes of sign when the angle of incidence is changed from θ to −θ as a
consequence of the sin(2θ) factor. This property is maintained in arrays of resonators (see
schematic of Figure 1(b)). 28,31 It can also be seen from Equations (2) and (3) that whatever the incident linear polarization used, p or s, the radiated light transmitted in a linear
em
polarization orthogonal to the incident one is proportional to sin2 (2θ) αyz

2

(Figure 1(c)).

For light propagating in the plane containing the lateral arms of the resonators, no light is
expected to be observed between crossed linear polarizers.
The plasmonic resonators investigated here are sketched in Figure 1(a). They were fab5
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Figure 1: (a) Sketch of the dipole moments excited in an isolated U-shaped resonator associated with the current distribution at resonance. (b) Inuence of an array of U -shaped
resonators on the transmitted polarization.
(c)1 Normalized variation of intensity between
Figure
scatt 2
crossed linear polarizers |Eps | with respect to the angle of incidence θ. The symbols
present the values calculated at a wavelength of 770 nm using Finite Element Methods
(FEM). They follow the sin2 (2θ) variation (line) expected in presence of magneto-electric
coupling. See S.I.2 for a description of the FEM calculations.
ricated with electron beam lithography followed by a conventional lift-o method. A 130
nm thick layer of PMMA was spin-coated on a clean glass substrate (BK7) and a thin layer
of aluminum was thermally evaporated on the PMMA to avoid any charging eect during
the exposure with electrons. After exposure and before the development of the resist, this
conductive layer was removed in a KOH bath. After development, a 4 nm chromium layer
was evaporated to ensure the adhesion of the 40 nm gold layer on the glass substrate. The
resist was then lifted-o with acetone, and the substrate subsequently rinsed in ethanol to
reveal the U -shaped scatterers. Such resonators exhibit a resonance with magneto-electric
coupling near 770 nm excited by the component of the electric eld of light parallel to the
y

axis. To investigate the dependence of the scattered intensity in circular polarization as

a function of the resonators density, we have realized a palette where pixels consisted in a

3 × 3 matrix of resonators with a total footprint of 1.4 × 1.4µm2 per pixel (Figure 2(a)). The
number of U-shaped resonators in each pixel varied between 1 and 9. When only U-shaped
resonators are used, the transmittance of the surface scales inversely with the number of
resonators. To keep the transmittance constant across all pixel congurations, the missing
resonators were replaced by circular resonators in each pixel and all the surfaces in between
the palette were also lled with circular resonators (Figure 2(a)). Circular resonators do not
show any optical activity (i.e. αem = 0), but they scatter unpolarized light in an amount
6

comparable to that of U-shaped resonators in direct transmission conditions (see also S.I.2).
The purpose of adding the circular resonators is to strengthen the camouage of the structure
at normal incidence. In this way an encoded pattern observed with unpolarized light will be
invisible whereas it will be clearly visible when seen between crossed polarizers. Figure 2(b)
shows that the absorbance was approximately constant across all congurations and that
the U-shaped resonators could not be distinguished from the circular ones with a diraction
limited resolution. In contrast, Figure 2(c) presents a microscopy image of the palette of
Figure 2(b) taken between crossed linear polarizers at an incidence θ ≈ 30o around the axis
x

(see Figure 1 (b)). It can be seen that light was transmitted in these conditions in the

area containing the U-shaped resonators, with a luminance scaling approximately with the
number of U-shaped resonators in each pixel. The topmost row of the palette in Figure 2(c)
contains arrays of pixels containing 3 × 3 resonators among which 3 U-shaped resonators
but with dierent positions in each pixel. The intensity transmitted at oblique incidence between crossed linear polarizers shows some variations with the organization of the U-shaped
resonators inside a pixel. This suggests that the luminance can be further engineered by
organizing the resonators within each pixel. The inuence caused by the distribution of the
U-shaped resonators within the pixel is of second order compared with the inuence of the
actual number of U shaped resonators within the pixel. Therefore, in the context of this
work, attention will be paid on the eects caused by the number of U-shaped resonators

per

pixel.
To investigate more quantitatively the inuence of the number of U-shaped resonators per
pixel on the circular dichroism observed at oblique incidence, accurate measurements of the
circular dichroism have been performed on the palette. We dene here the circular dichroism,

CD as the transmittance dierence between right, TRCP , and left circular polarization TLCP
for unpolarized incident light. The symmetry upon time reversal states that this denition
yields the same result as measuring the dierence of the total transmitted intensities for
incident right and left circular polarizations (see S.I.3). Figure 3 presents the images in
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Figure 2: (a) SEM image of a pixel with 3 U-shaped resonators and 6 disks placed on a square
lattice with a constant of 400 nm. (b) Optical microscopy image in transmission
Figure at
2 normal
incidence (× 50) using unpolarized white light of the palette made of U-shaped resonators
and disks. The area containing pixels with 3 U-shaped resonators has been highlighted
with dotted lines for illustration purposes. (c) Same palette as in (b) but observed between
crossed polarizers at oblique incidence. The orientations of the linear polarizer (P) and linear
analyzer (A) are indicated in the gure. The number of U-shaped resonators per pixels is
indicated for each array (labeled 1 to 9). On the top row, 4 dierent congurations of
U-shaped resonators are displayed (labeled 3a to 3d).
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circular dichroism measured in transmission (objective ×50) at a wavelength of 650nm on
the palette of Figure 2(b). The Multimodal imaging Mueller polarimetric microscope used
to measure the circular dichroism is described in details in S.I.3 and is based on the system
described in Ref. 32. Two dierent directions of propagation in the plane (y,z ) were used
corresponding to θ = −35o and θ = +35 . The CD can also be calculated from Equations
2 and 3 by projection of the transmitted elds onto the basis of circular polarizations.
For unpolarized incident excitation, the total intensity in each circular polarization is then
obtained by adding the intensities obtained for p- and s-polarized incident light, yielding
(see S.I.1) :

 em∗
1 k 2 2  ee
ee
mm
) Re αyy cos2 (θ) + αxx
+ αzz
sin2 (θ) αyz
sin(2θ)(4)
CD=TRCP − TLCP = − (
c 4πo c
No noticeable circular dichroism should be measured neither at normal incidence nor
at oblique incidence with light propagating in a plane containing the lateral arms of the
resonators ((x,z ) plane). In contrast, when light propagates at oblique incidence and in
the plane containing the bottom arm of the resonators ((y,z ) plane), a signicant signal
should be observed in circular dichroism scaling as the magneto-electric coupling element
em
αyz
. In addition, sign reversal of the CD with respect to the direction of propagation with

respect to the normal to the surface, i.e. to the sign of θ, is expected because of the factor

sin(2θ) present in Equation (4). This sign reversal was indeed observed in the experimental
measurements performed at a wavelength of 650 nm and presented in Figure 3. The values
of CD were measured for each type of pixel and the two angles of incidence +35o and −35o .
They are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the number of U-shaped resonators in each
pixel. The circular dichroism increased steadily with the number of U-shaped resonators
and the values were exactly opposite when changing the angle of incidence θ from +35o to

−35o . To conrm these observations, the circular dichroism of arrays of 3 × 3 resonators
9

was calculated with an electromagnetic simulator based on nite element methods (HFFS by
ANSYS, see S.I.2). An excellent agreement between measured and calculated values can be
observed in Figure 3. This shows that it is possible to encode images in circular polarization
using pseudo-chiral U-shaped resonators.
0.15

θ=-25°

0

CD (@650 nm)

-0.15

N

θ=+25°

θ

Figure 3: Circular dichroism measured on the palette (symbols) and calculated by Finite
Element Methods (lines) for dierent numbers N of pseudo-chiral resonators per pixel at
Figure
+35o (blue line and symbols) and −35o (red
line3 and symbols) of incidence. The dotted lines
are simple linear interpolations of the measured values. The inset shows the images of the
palette (x50) observed in circular dichroism (encoded in false colors).
It can be inferred from Equations (2) and (3), on the one hand, and Equation (4), on the
other hand, that both color and luminance perceived between crossed linear polarizers scale
directly as the absolute value of the circular dichroism since both linear and circular dichroism
em
sin(2θ). The interest of using crossed linear polarizers is that it is easy to nd
scale as αyz

ecient broad spectral band linear polarizers. The encoded image would appear only at
oblique incidence as a bright image on a dark background created by the crossed polarizers
provided that the absorbance of the U-shaped resonators is compensated for by achiral
plasmonic disks (Figure 2(a)). The perceived color and luminance were calculated from the
calculated spectral response of the circular dichroism for each type of pixel conguration
and dierent angles of incidence. Figure 4 shows the spectral dependence of the calculated
circular dichroism for a pixel containing 9 U-shaped resonators. At normal incidence no
circular dichroism is obtained whereas as soon as the angle of incidence is tilted from the
10

normal incidence, circular dichroism appears and increases with the angle of incidence. It
can be noted that the maximum of CD is observed near 770 nm which is the position of the
resonance exhibiting magneto-electric coupling. The corresponding colors were calculated
from the spectral response of the pixel for each angle of incidence by using the conventional
color matching functions (CMF) and using the color response of the tungsten-halogen lamp
used in our microscope. The colors in circular dichroism associated with each angle of
incidence are plotted on top of the graph in Figure 4. A very good agreement between
calculated (Figure 4) and observed values (Figure 2(c)) was obtained for an incidence of

θ=35o . A brownish color was calculated and observed as seen in Figure 2(c) and (d) because
of the combination of the resonance in the near infrared and of the interband transitions
of gold in the blue-green part of the visible spectrum of light. It was also observed (not
shown here) that the luminance scaled with both the number of resonators and the angle of
incidence. These variations were in the same proportion for each pixel which ensures that
the eect is robust and that the image contrast encoded in circular polarization would be
maintained for any angle of observation (with the exception of normal incidence). These
results are completely consistent with the presence of magneto-electric coupling in mostly
independent U-shaped resonators with an extinction cross-section of the order of magnitude
of 2.5 times the surface of each resonator placed on a lattice of 2.8 times the surface of each
resonator.
To illustrate the potential of pseudo-chiral resonators to encode image contrasts with a
resolution of 1.4 µm in circular polarization, we have transformed a grayscale image of a
detail of the painting La Joconde in a luminance image observed in circular polarization
dichroism. The grayscale image of Figure 5(a) was rst pixelized with ten values of gray
to obtain Figure 5(b). Each pixel was then replaced by an array of 3x3 resonators with
U- or circular shape. The number of U-shaped resonators per array ranges between 0 and
9 which denes the 10 values of luminance used to pixelize the painting (see Figure 2(c)).
After e-beam lithography, the metasurface containing the covert image of La Joconde was
11

Wavelength (nm)

Angle of incidence θ (°)
Figure 4: (a) Spectral dependence of the circular dichroism as a function of the angle of
incidence for pixels containing 9 U-shaped resonators. The value of the circular dichroism
increases with incidence. The color perceived in circular dichroism is displayed on top of the
graph.

Figure 4

observed in unpolarized optical microscopy (Figure 5(c)). The grayscale image of Figure
5(b) was concealed and only a darker area could be observed at the location of the pixels.
Without adding circular resonators, the image would have been visible under unpolarized
light illumination (see S.I.4). The inset in Figure 5(c) shows a magnied image (using SEM)
of 2 pixels with dierent compositions. The metasurface was then observed between linear
crossed polarizers. The colors of the image were corrected by a white balance performed on
the substrate imaged between parallel linear polarizers and a dark correction performed on
the substrate imaged between crossed linear polarizers. When observed at normal incidence
no image could be seen (Figure 5(d)). As soon as the metasurface was tilted about

x

axis,

the bright image of La Joconde was revealed on a dark background (Figure 5(e)). Indeed,
at oblique incidence only the U-shaped resonators induced circular polarization that was
revealed between the cross-polarizers while the disks remained dark. The colors were also in
good agreement with those calculated in Figure 4(b).
To conrm that the image can truly be encoded in circular polarization, a second metasurface was realized where the pixels were obtained by replacing the disks by upside-down
12
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Figure 5: Illustration of the transformation of a (a) grayscale image of a detail of the painting
La Joconde to (b) the same image after pixelization (50 × 70 pixels) and reduced to 10
grayscale levels. (c) Metasurface observed in optical microscopy where each gray level has
been replaced by a 1.4×1.4µm2 pixels containing array of 9 scatterers (U -shaped and circular,
see inset). (d) Image observed between crossed linear polarizer (P) and analyzer (A) at an
incidence θ = 0o and (e) at an incidence θ ≈ 30o . The colorbar is extracted from Figure 4.
U-shaped resonators as illustrated in Figure 6 (a). It can be seen that in unpolarized transmission the image was concealed (Figure 6 (a)). But now the image was also barely distinguishable between crossed linear polarizers at oblique incidence as well, as shown in Figure 6
(b) in contrast with what was observed when the pixels were coded using U-shaped resonators
and disks (compare with Figure 5(e)). However, at oblique incidence the covert image of
La Joconde was revealed in circular dichroism. Figure 6(c) presents the image observed
in circular dichroism at 650 nm. Because of the combination of U-shaped resonators and
upside-down U-shaped resonators, the image appeared in one particular circular dichroism
on a background with opposite circular dichroism and the contrast in circular dichroism was
reversed upon change of the angle of incidence from +35o to −35o as displayed in Figure
6(c)). Although the observations were made in transmission in the present work, similar
eects would be observed in reection mode. Indeed, circular dichroism and its reversal with
propagation direction has been described on arrays of U-shaped resonators. 18,28
These results evidence that pseudo-chiral resonators present an additional degree of security compared to images encoded in linear polarizations which would not possibly show such
13
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Figure 6: (a) Unpolarized transmittance image of La Joconde with pixels encoded with right
and upside-down U-shaped scatterers (see inset). (b) Same metasurface observed between
crossed linear polarizers at oblique incidence. (c) Circular dichroism measured in transmission at a wavelength of 650nm as a function of the angle of incidence. The symmetric
grayscale ranges from negative (black) to positive (white) values of
circular
dichroism.
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contrast reversal upon angle of observation changes. Dierent colors may be obtained by using dierent materials expanding the accessible resonances to the blue part of the spectrum
and combining dierent types of resonators in the same pixel. Better contrast variations
may also be obtained by increasing the number of resonators in each pixel, to the detriment
of lateral resolution.

CONCLUSION
We have shown how contrasts of images could be encoded in circular dichroism by using the
magneto-electric coupling yielded by plasmonic resonances of pseudo-chiral metasurfaces. By
modeling the optical response of pseudo-chiral plasmonic resonators using point-like electric
and magnetic dipoles, we have derived the equations yielding the dependency of the intensity
observed in circular dichroism and between crossed polarizers of an image built from pixels
containing U-shaped resonators. We have conrmed experimentally the theoretical results
using a palette of 10 levels of contrasts. The possibility to design covert images revealed
only between crossed polarizers and with contrast reversal in circular dichroism was shown
by creating a pseudo-chiral metasurface containing a representation of La Joconde.
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Circularly polarized images with contrast reversal using pseudo-chiral metasurfaces
Thomas Sang Hyuk Yoo, Johann Berthelot, Geraldine Guida, Dominique Demaille, Enric
Garcia-Caure, Nicolas Bonod, Bruno Gallas

This graphic illustrates a U-shaped resonators with the moments at the origin of the observed circular dichroism. It presents an image of a surface with 4 pixels containing dierent
numbers of resonators to illustrate the spatial and strength control of the generation of circular dichroim. Then there are two images of MonaLisa presented as ltered by circular
polarizers emerging from the surface.
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